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The search for high-yield, efficient x-ray sources is a leading goal in the field of 
High-Energy-Density (HED) plasma physics as x-rays are of critical importance to inertial 
confinement fusion, Z-pinch, and astrophysical plasmas. In this respect, Z-pinch plasmas 
are a primary contender. In particular, the X-pinch, which is a specific Z-pinch comprised 
of a wire load extending across an electrode gap and crossing at a single point, forming an 
X, is of prominent interest due to its production of a fixed-location dense plasma, thus 
simplifying diagnostic application. These plasmas are increasingly more studied as a viable 
laboratory x-ray source due to the intense x-ray (≥ 1.5 keV) bursts exhibited during the Z-
pinch implosion. In this pursuit, the X-pinch is prime due to its high-density plasma 
production and fixed hotspot location, which allows for multi-spatially resolved spectral 
analysis. The X-pinch wire load also permits the study of multi-elemental plasma. For 
example, stainless steel alloy wires are analyzed for the astrophysically important Fe and 
Ni plasma spectral line emission. Moreover, X-pinches are experimentally observed to 
produce energetic electron beams with high likelihood, which, when coupled with spatially 
resolved diagnostics, allow us to confirm the presence of non-Maxwellian electrons. The 
polarization of x-rays can further diagnose physical characteristics of these plasmas. This 
x-ray line polarization is a formidable diagnostic in the detection of non-Maxwellian, 
suprathermal electrons, which have been shown to induce linearly polarized spectral 
emission through collisional processes with ions. This thesis intends to investigate the 
characteristics of these X-pinches through x-ray line polarization of Ne-like Molybdenum 
(Mo, Za=42) plasma. Theoretical tools involve non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-
LTE) kinetic models to understand the collisional-radiative properties of both stainless 
steel and Mo HED plasmas. X-ray line polarization and spectral emission of a Mo X-pinch 
plasma are investigated through dual α-quartz (2d = 6.687 Å) crystal spectropolarimetry 
with axial and radial spatial resolution. In particular, polarization is evaluated through a 
comparative analysis of relative line intensities observed over a range of Ne-like Mo 
transitions. This thesis marks the first full comprehensive x-ray line polarization study of 
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1  Introduction and Motivation 
One of the leading goals in modern day science is the attainment of a controlled, 
sustainable energy source. Perhaps the most prodigiously sought after source of sustainable 
energy is that of thermonuclear fusion observed in stellar objects, like that of our sun. 
Through this fusion process, positively charged nuclei attain energy high enough to 
overcome the Coulomb repulsion, allowing them to collide and form heavier nuclei, 
releasing energy in the process. Due to the amount of collisional processes and energy 
released in the fusion cores, replication of this thermonuclear process is of significant 
interest to current day laboratory physics. In order to succeed in reproducing this energetic 
process, a plasma must be created, energized to thermonuclear temperatures, and confined 
long enough for nuclear fusion to occur, a process known as Inertial Confinement Fusion 
(ICF). Large scale laboratory devices such as tokamaks, Z-pinch generators, and laser-
systems are leading contenders in the terrestrial reproduction of fusion. In particular, use 
of magnetic fields to confine energized plasma for ICF purposes was first used in the 
1950’s in the first Z-pinch machine until it was realized that magnetohydrodynamic 
instabilities quickly destroyed the plasma [1]. Although fusion was unsuccessful, interest 
in the Z-pinch plasma process persisted through the years, where intense x-ray production 
was observed from exploding wire loads of different materials. This x-ray production has 
evolved into a leading field of plasma physics as university-scale Z-pinch machines, 
seeking to maximize energy efficiency and power production, are seen as cost-effective 




reinvigorated the study of dynamic Z-pinches as sources of x-ray radiation for fusion 
research [2].  
University-scale Z-pinch devices have become a primary research mechanism in 
plasma physics due to their ability to produce plasma with a broad range of temperatures, 
densities, sizes, and opacity properties [3]. Moreover, radiative properties of such plasmas 
largely depend on the load used to produce the plasma. The standard Z-pinch operates by 
an axially driven current pulsed through a material load, creating a plasma column and a 
magnetic field that azimuthally confines the plasma. This thesis focuses on a specific type 
of wire Z-pinch load, called an X-pinch. These are a very good source of x-ray production 
and are valuable in studying the radiative properties of high temperature (> 2 keV), dense 
(> 1022 cm-3) plasmas, typically seen in astronomical structures [3]. Due to this high 
energy-density threshold, X-pinches are pertinent to the study of astrophysics as they can 
closely replicate stellar plasma conditions and produce astrophysically relevant spectra [4-
5]. Moreover, peak x-ray production occurs when plasma temperatures are highest, which 
have been observed [6] predominately in mid- to high-atomic number X-pinch plasmas.  
The laboratory study of x-ray emission is of significant value to the diagnosis of 
astrophysical plasmas. Existence of intense x-rays have been observed throughout a 
plethora of astrophysical structures such as solar flares [7], active binary systems [8], active 
galactic nuclei [9], and interacting galaxies [10]. Due to the extremely high temperatures 
seen in parts of the universe, e.g. the sun, supernovae, black holes, etc., x-rays are a major 
source of radiation observed. This radiation can thus be used to diagnose many 
characteristics of observed plasmas. Furthermore, the study of polarized radiation is an 




characteristics of many physical systems. Fields such as astrophysics, atomic physics, and 
plasma physics are particularly conducive to polarization studies. In particular, a leading 
subject of astrophysical interest, which has risen to prevalence over the last half-century, 
is the study of x-ray line polarization. First investigated by Haug in the late 1970s, x-ray 
line polarization permitted the diagnosis of high-energy electron behavior in solar flares 
through the flux of nonthermal, x-ray emission [11]. Additional polarization research was 
performed on H-like ions in solar flares in 1981 to determine the relation between x-ray 
bursts and nonthermal electrons [12]. Moreover, the use of x-ray line spectropolarimetry is 
a powerful experimental tool for the study of anisotropy of high-temperature plasmas. 
Research on Ti X-pinches [6,13], dielectronic satellite lines of Be-like Fe [14], and electron 
beam ion traps [6,15] have demonstrated the efficacy of x-ray line spectropolarimetry as a 
diagnostic tool. Furthermore, the study of x-ray line polarization through x-ray 
spectropolarimetry is a primary goal of this thesis.  
The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter two explores the Z-pinch plasma 
with focus on the physical dynamics of the plasma production. The four primary stages are 
highlighted. Additionally, the specific type of Z-pinch wire load used in this research, the 
X-pinch, is presented along with a theoretical explanation and a detailed description of the 
plasma dynamics. Two unique characteristics of the X-pinch, axial plasma jets and electron 
beam production, are included in the discussion. The relevant electron distribution 
functions for these electron beams are highlighted, as well.  
Chapter three focuses on the facility and experimental tools used to perform the X-
pinch studies. The Zebra generator is presented and the diagnostics relevant to this work 




imaging and radiation yield of the plasma source. The use of spectroscopy is a primary tool 
used in this research as we analyze both soft and hard x-ray emission. Two different crystal 
spectrometers are provided here, with the spectropolarimeter discussed in chapter 5.   
  Chapter four is a focus on the theoretical tools used. This includes two different 
spectral modeling techniques using three different software packages. The Flexible Atomic 
Code and the Spectroscopic Collisional-Radiative Atomic Model are applied to 
experimental data as demonstration. Experimental data is chosen from previous X-pinch 
research on the effect of the inter-wire angle on the line emission and ablation dynamics. 
Modeling of individual spectral line intensities is presented with personalized 
nomenclature – Spectral Profile Integration Modeling.  
Chapter five is a comprehensive study of x-ray polarization of Ne-like Mo x-ray 
emission from an X-pinch plasma. A newly developed x-ray spectropolarimeter [16] is 
presented. Data from two different experimental campaigns is analyzed using spatial 
resolution analysis and polarization measurements. Evidence of a high-energy electron 
beam is presented and polarization results are discussed with connection to electron beam 





2  Introduction to Pulsed-Power Z-pinch Plasmas 
2.1 Z-pinch Plasma 
A “Z-pinch” is a laboratory-produced plasma that is created from the strong 
vaporization of a load material and magnetically confined through the Lorentz Force. 
Through a pulsed-power mechanism, generally a capacitor bank charged to a high voltage, 
current is discharged through a load arrangement that extends across an electrode gap 
composed of an anode-cathode set. A range of load materials such as wires, foils, metallic 
rods, laser-ablated gas plumes, and gas puffs can be used for the production of Z-pinch 
plasmas. In wire Z-pinches, the wire load acts as the sole conductive pathway as the current 
pulse vaporizes and ionizes the load material through strong ohmic heating, wherein; local 
and global magnetic fields are produced azimuthally around the individual wires and the 
collective load, respectively (illustrated in Figure 2-1). The radial jxB Lorentz force 
produced from the collective current and magnetic field interaction acts to “pinch” the 
ablating ionized material on the z-axis, thus further heating and ionizing the plasma to a 




Figure 2-1 – Illustration of azimuthal local (a) and global (b) magnetic fields about wire load. 




The dynamical process of a Z-pinch plasma occurs in four general stages: initiation 
– where the ohmic heating predicates the initial wire expansion as a low-density plasma 
sheath forms about the wire core, providing a primary pathway for the main current pulse; 
ablation – where the global magnetic field begins to act on the plasma sheath, inducing the 
inward motion of the plasma towards the central symmetry axis, while thermal conduction 
and ohmic heating continues to vaporize the wire cores, effectively replenishing the plasma 
sheath; implosion – the stage at which the primary pinching process of the plasma occurs 
as gaps form in the plasma from non-uniform ablation, allowing the magnetic fields to 
penetrate the plasma and accelerate the wire cores inward, resulting in hotspots and x-ray 
bursts (the primary radiators of the plasma); and stagnation – where the centrally collimated  
plasma breaks, resulting in magnetic diffusion and shockwaves that blow away the central 
plasma material.  
2.2 X-pinch Plasma 
The specific Z-pinch arrangement known as an “X-pinch” is the primary focus in 
this work (Figure 2-2). This is a specialized load of 2+ wires arranged to intersect at a 
singular cross-point, forming an “X”. Due to the accumulation, and the small radii, of 
multiple current pathways at the cross-point, the current density builds and acts to implode 
the plasma during a current-induced wire explosion [17,18]. Consequentially, the cross-
point undergoes a complex pinching process, forming a ≤ 300 μm long, ~100 μm diameter 
Z-pinch [17]. This occurs a few ns before a series of one or more, x-ray (≥ 1.5 keV) bursts 





A typical X-pinch process follows the similar sequence of a standard Z-pinch. Early 
in the X-pinch sequence, the preliminary current rise (< 1% peak current) initiates the 
material breakdown and produces the low-density coronal plasma that surrounds the dense 
wire cores [17]. This leads to an expansion of the wire cores and the disorientation of the 
dense cross-point material. In the areas of minimum magnetic fields, jet structures start to 
form along the central axis above and below the cross-point. These structures can occur 
from either the ejection of material from the central region or from a coalescence of 
individual wire material as local magnetic fields drive the ablated material to the central 
axis [19]. Moreover, the axial momentum of the pinching plasma contributes to the 
formation of these jet structures as they propagate bi-directionally along the axis between 
the electrodes. Mass and momentum is fed to the jets through ablation modulation and 
corona plasma, which dynamically affects the mass velocity and density of the jet stream 
[20]. Accretion of coronal plasma on the system axis results in large-scale instabilities in 
the plasma development, where the density in the axial column decreases with increasing 
Figure 2-2 – Experimental wire configuration for X-pinch 
















distance from the cross-point. These jets are a lead indicator of ablation dynamics as well 
as polarization effects in the x-ray emission.   
Now at a stage of strong material ablation, bursts of core material occur between 
the dense core and accumulated plasma sheath. These bursts are observed [20] as vapor 
bubbles, or gaps, in the plasma, allowing strong magnetic field penetration that accelerates 
the coronal sheath towards the central axis. This initiates the Z-pinch stage of the process 
as a dense cylindrical column forms between two dense, plasma electrodes (the “mini-
diode” [17]) at the original cross-point from the magnetically induced pinching about the 
core. This core undergoes an alternating process of explosion-implosion, wherein; the core 
experiences strong charge repulsion, resulting in its expansion, and is then re-confined by 
the magnetically driven implosion of the Lorentz Force. This oscillatory process drives the 
series of x-ray bursts, occurring at the narrowest points of the central column, that predicate 
the primary radiation output of the X-pinch process. As the primary emitters of 
diagnostically important x-rays, these bursts play a critical role in the spectroscopic and 
spatial study of the plasma source.  Following the x-ray bursts, the final stage begins as 
instabilities break down the central column of the X-pinch and ends as the mass along the 
“mini-diode” region is “blown away” along the axial region. This final “stagnation” phase 
is driven by the diffusion of strong magnetic fields (~1400 T [17]) about the central Z-
pinch column instability.  
The presence of suprathermal, “hot” electrons are a core characteristic of Z-pinch 
and particularly of X-pinch plasmas. Through standard collisional-radiative processes, 
bound electrons are dislodged and, with sufficient energy, escape into a free, unbound state. 




accelerate the electrons to energies exceeding the applied electrode voltage [21]. These 
accelerated electrons act as electron beams where they interact with the surrounding plasma 
column, plasma electrodes, and experimental device to produce hard x-ray, characteristic 
line emission. This electron beam interaction is a quintessential component of 
characteristic radiation; wherein, the electron beam interacts with an inner-shell orbital, 
ejecting an electron from one of the full valence bands (specifically, the K-shell, n=1 
ground state), which results in a cascading effect of a higher energy electron to fill the new 
inner shell vacancy. These electron beams generally propagate along the z-axis of the X-
pinch, accelerating toward the anode as they follow the applied electric potential, but has 
also been shown ([22]) to propagate along the X-pinch wires from the cross-point to the 
anode. Generally, thermalized “cool” electron ensembles are described by a Maxwellian 
distribution function, where electron-electron collisions drive the energy distribution to a 
Maxwellian shape as the bulk electron velocity is the most probabilistic. Hot electrons are 
typically modeled by a non-Maxwellian distribution, where the velocity distribution 
departs from the most probabilistic due to the contribution of the accelerated electrons. 
These non-Maxwellian electron distributions have been effectively observed in various 
laboratory studies such as tokamaks, laser plasmas, as well as astrophysical solar flares 
[23]. For a more detailed description of the effect of hot electrons on charge state 
distribution, emission intensities, and satellite line features see [24-25]. Moreover, 
population of magnetic sublevels of atoms and multiply charges ions excited by electrons 
are shown to be highly sensitive to electron beams [26], which will lead the polarization 




3  Experimental Setup & Diagnostics 
This section will comprise the experimental facility and relevant diagnostics used 
in this body of work. The plasma experiments discussed here were carried out on the Zebra 
Generator at the University of Nevada, Reno. Detailing of the Zebra generator is provided 
in the 3.1. Following this is a full accounting of the diagnostics relevant to theoretical 
analysis with x-ray diagnostics discussed in the 3.2, followed by laser shadowgraphy in 
3.3, and electron beam detection in 3.4. The x-ray spectropolarimeter specific to the 
polarization study will be presented in chapter 5.  
3.1 The Zebra Generator 
The Zebra Generator is a 2 TW pulsed-power machine capable of producing current 
at a peak of 1 MA over 100 ns [27]. The generator operates by three stages of power 
amplification to deliver the current to a central chamber. The first stage comprises a Marx 
bank composed of 32 1.3 μF capacitors, which are charged in parallel to deliver up to 100 
kV (85 kV operation regime) and then discharged in series, allowing the bank to store up 
to 150 kJ of total energy. This is discharged into the second, intermediate stage of power 
amplification consisting of a coaxial, 28 nF, 3.5 MV capacitor, which is contained in a 
water dielectric and fired by a SF6-insulated Rimfire Switch. At about 80% total charge, 
this stage ‘self-breaks’ through electrical triggering and connects to the third stage of pulse 
compression. This final stage consists of a 50 ns, 1.9 Ω coaxial vertical transmission line 
and an eight-channel self-breaking water switch, which upon closure applies a 2 MV pulse 
to the final feed line into the vacuum load chamber at the zenith of the vertical transmission 




chamber sits atop the vertical transmission line, equipped with 16 diagnostic ports, 
alternating between 4.4 cm and 7.6 cm. Due to the return pathway along the chamber walls, 
all diagnostics are stationed outside the chamber shell at a minimum distance of 30 cm 
from the central axis.  
 
3.2 X-ray Diagnostics 
X-ray diagnostics are the core elements in the fielding of plasma information for 
this body of work. Detailed here are x-ray spectrometers, an x-ray pinhole camera, and x-
ray (silicon) diodes.  
3.2.1 X-ray Spectrometers 
 The most inimitable tool in the study of plasma science is x-ray spectroscopy. 
Crystal spectrometers are the most fundamental experimental tool used in spectroscopic 
study, operating according to Bragg’s Law: 
 
 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆 (Eq. 3.1) 






where λ is the wavelength of diffracted light, n is the order of diffraction, θ is the radiation 
angle of incidence, and d is the inter-planar spacing of the crystal lattice. A geometric 
definition of Bragg’s Law is exhibited in Figure 3-2. The power of a crystal spectrometer 
exists in the ability to sequester and resolve a spectrum of wavelengths. This wavelength 
range, aka bandwidth, the resolution, and emission intensity are all diagnostic parameters 
determined by the crystal choice and geometric scheme of thespectrometer.  
 
Three types of crystal spectrometers are used in this research to study the radiation 
emission over the range of x-rays. The first is fielded with a convex KAP (potassium 
hydrogen phthalate) crystal with a spectral resolution of λ/∆λ ≈ 300-500. Recording 
wavelengths below the ‘2d’ Bragg’s relation, this crystal primarily isolates the soft x-ray 
radiation range. The second is a “hard” x-ray spectrometer fielded with a convex LiF 
(Lithium Fluoride) crystal with a spectral resolution of λ/∆λ ≈ 300, used to capture a 
spectral region of 0.5 – 3.0 Å. The third is an α-quartz crystal spectrometer discussed in 
chapter 5.2.  
Figure 3-2 – Schematic illustrating the Bragg’s Law relationship of a crystal 
lattice. Incident radiation diffracts through the crystal lattice according to 




3.2.2 X-ray Pinhole Camera 
 Time-integrated X-ray Pinhole (TIPH) cameras provide a simple way of imaging 
x-ray rich regions of our plasma source. Each point on the plasma source uniquely maps to 
a specific region on the TIPH film; Kodak Bio-max MS films are used in this study. The 
films isolate an energy range of >1.2 keV to >8.9 keV due to the ‘1/e’ transmission cut-off 
values. Layering the films themselves, where each film filters photon energies for the 
subsequent films in the camera, allows for filtering of the plasma source images. The 
camera is equipped with two transmission windows that separate the softer and harder x-
ray emission for analysis over two energetic ranges, i.e. cutoff energies of >3.4 keV and 
>8.7 keV, respectively. This sensitivity allows us to observe the shape of the plasma 
emitting x-ray radiation, which can be detected using energetic diodes (see 3.2.3) as a 
function of photon energy. The pinhole allows a spatial resolution of 230 m. 
3.2.3 X-ray (Silicon) Diodes 
  X-ray silicon diodes (Si-Diodes) were fielded in the detection of high-energy 
energetic photons. These provide spatially and spectrally integrated, time-resolved x-ray 
flux measurements. Incident photons travel through the 3-7 nm SiO2 surface layer creating 
electron-hole pairs across the p-n junction, resulting in current proportional to the number 
of charge carriers. This current is read through oscilloscopes for further processing. A 
series of filtering is applied to the diode channel to allow for cut-off energies of > 3.5 keV 
& 9 keV. These cut-off energies were chosen to observe a range of specific spectral regions 
pertinent to the current study, i.e. L-shell Mo lines (>2.4 keV), K-shell Mo (~17.4 keV), 




and electron beam diagnostics can confirm the presence of non-Maxwellian, suprathermal 
electrons and high-energy ions in our plasma source.  
3.3 Laser Shadowgraphy 
Laser shadowgraphy is used to observe the physical evolution of plasma production 
and spatial orientation of ablated plasma structures. This is a core imaging diagnostic in 
this work. A collimated, 532-nm beam is directed through the plasma source, where it is 
refracted and absorbed, producing a shadow from backlighting that illuminates the 
structure of our plasma source. Shadowing occurs when the beam is prevented from 
refraction due to the density of the medium. This occurs at a critical density of 3.5 x 1021 
cm-3 for a 532 nm laser. Hence, electron densities exceeding this value cast a complete 
shadow on the charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging camera. Imaging is acquired over a 
5-100 ns range from the start of the current pulse, allowing for capture of different stages 
of ablation and implosion. This 5 ns temporal delay in imaging is established by splitting 
the beam over two different pathways at the entrance to the Zebra chamber. One pathway 
proceeds directly into the chamber while the other follows a delay loop with an optical 
pathway of 5 ns. Reception of the beams onto the CCD cameras of each pathway creates 
two shadowgraphs, one with a 5 ns temporal delay. Repetition of the laser pulse process 
allows for a series of shadowgraphs separated in time by 5 ns relative to each other.  
3.4 Faraday Cup 
 A Faraday cup was used to detect the presence of high-energy electron beams in 
the current study. It is composed of a small metal cup with a metal disk for the detecting 




the number of charge carriers impacting the region is read through the disk. This voltage 
is then feed and processed through an oscilloscope. Various electron beam energy currents 
can be read by placing foil filters at the opening of the cup [16]. Electron beam interaction 
with our plasma source can lead to inner shell vacancies, which contribute to specific 
spectral signatures in both cold, collisional plasma, where collisional cross-sections are 
much lower, and thermally ionized plasmas. Knowing the energetic regimes of electron 
beams allows us to identify these various L-shell and K-shell spectra in our radiation 
spectrum.  
4  Theoretical Tools 
This chapter details the theoretical tools used to analyze and study the HED plasmas 
involved in this work. These consist of theoretical modeling techniques that use 
computational packages and data analysis software to ascertain various characteristics of 
spectral line emission and underlying plasma parameters. The following focuses on the 
application of two specific modeling techniques: non-local thermodynamic equilibrium 
(non-LTE) Kinetic Modeling (4.1) and Spectral Profile Integration Modeling (SPIM), 
which is the process of calculating spectral line areas through modeling of the individual 
spectral curve (4.2). Section 4.1 includes a brief demonstration of the power of non-LTE 
modeling in evaluating the radiation yield of a stainless steel plasma source with varying 




4.1 Non-LTE Kinetic Modeling 
The plasmas studied in this work are in the non-LTE regime. This thermodynamic state 
means the plasma particles, i.e. ions, electrons, photons, are not in equilibrium; wherein, 
the rate of each of their atomic processes does not equal the inverse process. The non-LTE 
state requires the consideration of individual rate equations for each atomic process that 
populates and depopulates energy levels. These include: collisional excitation & de-
excitation, collisional ionization and three-body recombination, photoionization and 
radiative recombination, radiative decay and resonant photo-absorption, and dielectric 
capture and Auger decay. Figure 4-1 details these processes. Consideration of these  
processes is pertinent to our theoretical modeling as we wish to produce level population 
data, create synthetic spectra to model experimental spectra, and deduce various plasma 
parameters and conditions of the plasma source.   
Figure 4-1 Schematic detailing the atomic processes relevant to the non-LTE state. X represents a 
given element. Z represents the elemental charge. η represents a set of associated quantum numbers. 





4.1.1 Atomic Computational Packages 
 Two computational packages are used in this work for the purpose of calculating 
atomic rates and processes. First is the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC) [29] which calculates 
energy levels, radiative transitions rates, and collisional cross-sections. This is a multi-
configurational atomic package that employs a fully relativistic approach to calculating 
collisional-radiative processes, making its application conducive to high-Z ions. The 
product of a FAC computational process is a series of data files detailing the respective 
atomic collisional-radiative processes through their energy levels, transition rates, cross-
sections (i.e. differential, excitation, recombination, and collisional ionization), and 
autoionization decays. This software package has been shown to be effective in the study 
of astrophysically relevant plasmas, ions, and x-ray emission [30-33], magnetic fusion 
plasmas [34], and x-ray spectra of laser irradiated krypton clusters [35,36]. Moreover, the 
resultant FAC atomic information is employed as input data for the second computational 
package, the Spectroscopic Collisional-Radiative Atomic Model (SCRAM), developed by 
Hansen [36] and modified by Ouart [37]. From the input data, SCRAM utilizes the 
calculated energy levels, decay rates, and cross-sections to calculate a set of rate equations 
detailing the populations of each atomic state. Moreover, SCRAM computes level 
population data to produce synthetic spectra and the average charge state. Figure 4-2 





Figure 4-2 Schematic detailing the information flow from FAC to SCRAM, ultimately producing level population 
information and synthetic spectra. [38] 
 
The core application of the non-LTE SCRAM synthetic spectra is to determine 
various plasma parameters of our experimental source, in particular electron temperature, 
Te, electron density, ne, and evaluate hot electron contribution to the plasma. In order to 
properly account for and calculate these plasma parameters, the distribution of electrons in 
the plasma must be considered. The electron distribution function (EDF) is essential in 
plasma modeling, as it is needed to compute reaction rates for electron-collision reactions. 
In most plasmas, deviations from the Maxwellian form occur. The functionality of SCRAM 
allows for the selection of different distribution functions, of which are of primary 
relevance to this study are the Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian distributions. If the plasma 
is in thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. sufficient time for electrons to thermalize and 
exchange atomic processes, and the electrons have non-relativistic velocities, the EDF has 
a Maxwellian distribution. In non-LTE plasmas, thermodynamic equilibrium is not 
achieved. Additionally, electron velocities disperse over a range of energies due to their 
acceleration in areas of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, forming suprathermal electrons, 
which are modeled through a non-Maxwellian distribution. Both of these electron 




4.1.2 Non-LTE Modeling of Stainless Steel 
Stainless steel alloy (SS #304: 69% Fe, 20% Cr, 9% Ni) wires were used in a series 
of Zebra X-pinch shots, where the interwire angle is alternated to investigate the radiation 
yield. Fe and Ni are both elements of astrophysical relevance; thus, SCRAM modeling was 
carried out for the L-shell Fe and Ni spectral emission found in 8-14 Å spectral range. 
Figure 4-3 illustrates a sample of L-shell Fe spectra calculated at Te = 300 eV and ne = 10
19 
cm-3. This spectra is rich with Ne-like, L-shell transitions from states with n = 7, 6, 5, 4.  
Furthermore, Table 4-1 details some of these diagnostically important line transitions for 
L-shell Fe within the 10 – 13 Å spectral range viewed in the synthetic spectra. Identification 
of relevant spectral lines is pertinent to the classification and diagnosis of our plasma 
source as it allows us to examine relative intensities, opacity effects, spectral broadening, 
etc.  
 
Figure 4-3 Synthetic L-shell Fe spectra produced from non-LTE SCRAM modeling. Spectra has parameters of Te = 
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5D 1𝑠22𝑠22𝑝55𝑑5/2  → 1𝑠
22𝑠22𝑝6 11.248 
3.75 
5C 1𝑠22𝑠22𝑝55𝑑3/2 → 1𝑠
22𝑠22𝑝6 11.128 
2.12 
6D 1𝑠22𝑠22𝑝56𝑑5/2 → 1𝑠
22𝑠22𝑝6 10.768 
2.76 
7D 1𝑠22𝑠22𝑝57𝑑5/2 → 1𝑠
22𝑠22𝑝6 10.499 
2.16 
Table 4-1 Table of diagnostically important transitions and radiative decay rates for Ne-Like, L-shell Fe [36,37]. 
 
Figure 4-4 illustrates a sample of synthetic L-shell Ni spectra calculated at Te = 300 eV and 
ne = 10
20 cm-3. This spectra embodies similar Ne-like transitions from n = 3 & 4 states with 
some additional F-like spectral features. Table 4-2 details the diagnostically significant 
lines for L-shell Ni transitions within the 8-14 Å spectral range of the synthetic spectra. 
We will demonstrate the application of such synthetic spectra in 4.1.3. In comparing the 
synthetic spectra of Fe and Ni at similar plasma conditions, we notice a nuance in their 
spectral properties, i.e. for the Te = 300 eV, ne = 10
19 – 1020 cm-3 regime we see transitions 
from high Rydberg states in Fe and 2-3 transitions in Ni. This is due to the differential in 
ionization potential from the variation in atomic number (ZFe = 26 & ZNi = 28). For Ne-
like transitions, Ni exceeds the ionization energy of Fe (1.541 keV vs 1.263 keV, 
respectively [39]). Thus for a given bandwidth spectrum, the same transition requires more 
energy in the case of Ni than that of Fe. Greater energy correlates to smaller wavelength; 
therefore, for our given spectrum, i.e. 9 – 13 Å, the same 2-3 transitions seen for Ni occur 




our targeted spectrum. For example, the Fe 2-3 transition 3A occurs at 13.794 Å, which is 
outside the 9 – 13 Å spectrum viewed above, while Ni 3A occurs within the spectral range 
at 11.512 Å. This effectively excludes lower Rydberg Fe lines from our analysis.  
 
Figure 4-4 Synthetic L-shell Ni spectra produced from non-LTE SCRAM modeling. Spectra have parameters of Te = 
300 eV and ne = 1020 cm-3. 
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3 4𝑑5/2 → 1𝑠
22𝑠22𝑝6 10.117 
8.88 









3 3𝑑5/2 → 1𝑠
22𝑠22𝑝6 12.666 
11.2 





K-shell modeling of Fe, Ni, and Cr is of prominent relevance to the current study 
due to its direct correlation with the production of x-rays. This K-shell radiation occurs in 
two predominate flavors: “cold” characteristic emission and “hot” ionic emission. The 
former is indicative of a collisional process producing x-rays from cascading effects filling 
ground state orbital vacancies, while the latter indicates a radiative process by which 
electrons are stripped through ionization down to an H-like state. Hence, the K-shell 
modeling permits analysis of much shorter wavelength, high-energy x-ray spectra. Figure 
4-5 exemplifies the synthetic K-shell spectra from the Fe, Ni, and Cr composites of 
stainless steel. Illustrated here is a contribution of both characteristic (Kα) emission and 
ionic (Heα) emission with parameters of Te = 10-35 eV and Te = 1.3-1.5 keV, respectively. 
The Ni model is parameterized with 1% hot electrons at 5 keV with a FWHM of 30 eV, 
while the Fe model includes 1% at 7 keV with 50 eV FWHM. We note the presence of a 
Li-like satellite line at ~ 1.86 Å, which indicates the abundance of Li-like Fe ions at these 
plasma conditions.  
Figure 4-5 Synthetic K-shell spectra for Fe, Ni, and Cr over the 1.6-2.3 Å range. Modeling performed for electron density 
of 1020 cm-3 for all spectra. Characteristic lines are modeled with Fe (Te = 10 eV & ne = 1021 cm-3, f = 1% @ 5keV & 50 
eV FWHM) and Ni (Te = 35 eV & ne = 1021 cm-3, f = 1% @ 5keV & 30 eV FWHM) while ionic lines are modeled with 




4.1.3 Application of non-LTE Modeling to Experimental Data 
Experimental campaign 8 consisted of a series of stainless steel X-pinch shots on 
the Zebra generator. Each load was comprised of 2-4 stainless steel (SS) #304 wires of 40 
μm diameter. The interwire angle subtending the anode/cathode was modulated between 
31° and 62.5° to investigate the effect on radiation yield and ablation dynamics. 
Spectroscopic data was acquired through KAP and LiF crystal spectrometers. Spectral 
emission and application of non-LTE modeling are demonstrated in Figure 4-6 and Figure 
4-7. Figure 4-6 illustrates Ni L-shell synthetic spectra fit to the experimental spectra of shot 
#1588, which consisted of four SS wires with a 31° interwire angle. The modeling of 
spectra reveals a plasma with electron temperature of 350 eV at an electron density of 1019 




Figure 4-6 Experimental shot #1588 (SS #302, 4 wires, θ=31°) from KAP crystal spectrometer fit with two L-shell 
spectroscopic models. Experimental spectra is depicted in blue and Ni (Te = 300 eV & ne = 1019 cm-3) in green. Application 




 Additionally, Figure 4-7 demonstrates synthetic modeling of the K-shell emission from 
the LiF crystal spectroscopic data of shot #1588. The modeling reveals both types of K-
shell emission: characteristic - Fe-Kα (Te = 10 eV & ne = 10
21 cm-3) and Ni-Kα (Te = 35 eV 
& ne = 10
21 cm-3); and ionic - Fe-Heα (Te = 1.5 keV & ne = 10
20 cm-3) and Cr-Heα (Te = 
1.3 keV & ne = 10
20 cm-3). Moreover, the specific ionic Fe model demonstrates the power 
of the synthetic spectra to encompass nearby ionic stages within its structure, where we see 
the Li-like and Be-like satellite lines contained within. Also, existence of the characteristic 
emission directly suggests the presence of an electron beam. This is further validated by 
the inclusion of hot electrons in both models, i.e. Fe: 1% at 7 keV with a 50 eV FWHM 
and Ni: 1% at 5 keV with a 30 eV FWHM. Conclusively, the K-shell modeling reveals two 
classes of spectra which are produced in vastly different temperature regimes, alluding to 
a non-uniform plasma with both “cold” characteristic (Te  = 10-35 eV) and “hot” ionic (Te 
= 1.3-1.5 keV) x-ray emission with electron beam presence. 
Figure 4-7 Experimental shot #1588 (SS #302, 4 wires, θ=31°) from LiF crystal spectrometer fit with K-shell 
spectroscopic models. Experimental spectra is depicted in dark blue. Characteristic spectra: Fe-Kα (Te = 10 eV & ne = 
1021 cm-3, f = 1% @ 5keV & 50 eV FWHM) in red, and Ni-Kα (Te = 35 eV & ne = 1021 cm-3, f = 1% @ 5keV & 30 eV 
FWHM) in green. Ionic spectra: Fe-Heα (Te = 1.5 keV & ne = 1020 cm-3) in turquoise and Cr-Heα (Te = 1.3 keV & ne = 




4.2 Spectral Profile Integration Modeling 
The Spectral Profile Integration Modeling technique is used in this work to 
ascertain line intensity information of Mo x-ray emission. Due to the symmetry of the 
spectra that are produced from the chosen crystal spectrometers, two line profiles are used 
in evaluating the spectral line intensities: Gaussian and Voigt.  The goal of this technique 
is to conclude spectral line intensities to use in the x-ray polarization analysis (detailed in 
Chapter 5). Modeling and data processing are executed in the OriginPro® data analysis 
software developed by OriginLab Corporation. This is a proprietary computer program for 
interactive scientific graphing and data analysis.  
This process starts with the digital processing of the experimental spectra, where 
wavelength calibration and experimental filtering effects are applied to the spectral data in 
a standard MS Office Excel spreadsheet. This data is then transferred into OriginPro® 
where it is plotted and fit with a self-iterating “Gaussian-Amplitude” (campaign 25) or 
“Voigt” (campaign 26) specific curve for each of the Ne-like lines captured in the spectral 
data (i.e. 3C, 3D, 3F, 3G). Input parameters for the Gaussian-Amp model include “y-axis 
offset”, “peak center”, “curve width”, and “amplitude”. Once properly fit, the software 
outputs such values as full-width half-max (FWHM), reduced chi-squared (χ2), standard 
error (i.e. numerical uncertainty), and curve integration. An example of the Gaussian-Amp 
profile fit applied to an experimental 3D spectral line, along with a table of intensity 
parameters is provided in Figure 4-8. Input parameters for the Voigt model include “y-axis 
offset”, “peak center”, “area”, “Gaussian width”, and “Lorentzian width” with similar 
output values as the Gaussian model. An example of the Voigt profile fit to a 3C spectral 






A powerful tool in the efficacy of this fitting process is the utilization of the residual 
tracking functionality of the OriginPro® software. This function tracks the differential 
values between the experimental data points and the overlaid fit-curve and calculates the 
Figure 4-8 An example of the Gaussian-Amp spectral fit for the 3D line used in OriginPro® (left) with a table of 
input parameters (y0, Xc, w, A) and calculated outputs (FWHM and Area) with respective numerical 
uncertainties.  
Figure 4-9 An example of the Voigt profile spectral fit for the 3C line used in OriginPro® (left) with a table 




overall degree of separation in the form of a differential error. As one of the outputs, the 
software graphs the residual relationship to illustrate how efficacious the fit is. This plot is 
exemplified in Figure 4-10. Application of the output “area” values to determine 
polarization values is discussed in chapter 5. Furthermore, experimental error for the 
polarization values is calculated through the standard error propagation of numerical and 
fractional uncertainty, using the “standard error” output parameter calculated by 
OriginPro®.  
 
5  X-ray Line Polarization of Mo X-pinch Radiation 
The following chapter details the comprehensive study of the polarization of Mo x-
ray radiation from a laboratory-produced HED X-pinch plasma performed on the Zebra 
Generator. Discussed within are the underlying theory introduced by Oppenheimer and 
confirmed by Penny (5.1), experimental specifics on the newly developed x-ray 
Figure 4-10 Example of residual plot output from OriginPro® for the given Gaussian-Amp fit 




spectropolarimeter (5.2), the spatial resolution analysis of the experimental images to 
properly target the intended region of our plasma source (5.3), the polarization analysis and 
results of the Mo source (5.4), and a detailed discussion of the results with additional 
complimentary evidence of electron beam collision inducing polarization (5.5).  
5.1 Polarization by Collisional Electron Beam 
Two fundamental tenets in the comprehension of polarization are: 1) an oscillating 
(accelerating) particle releases electromagnetic energy in the form of radiation, and 2) in 
atomic systems where there is an electronic change in energy level, this radiation is equal 
to the energetic differential between said levels. In the case of an atomic electron shifting 
energy levels due to unidirectional collision from a second electron, this two-body system 
can be viewed from the perspective of a dipole interaction.  The emitted radiation intensity 
will be proportional to sin2χ, where χ is an angle relative to the dipole axis. Due to the 
nature of dipole radiation, the emission will propagate at this angle χ to the dipole axis with 
an electric vector transverse to this propagation in two planes: one parallel and one 
perpendicular to the dipole axis. Thus, atomic line radiation will, in general, be polarized 
and anisotropic in its angular distribution. This was first theorized by Oppenheimer [40-
42] in 1927 with the first calculations performed by Penny [43] in 1932.  
The general idea of the Oppenheimer-Penny (O-P) theory is to calculate energy 
level excitation probabilities and associated polarized photon emission probabilities for a 
single quantum state. The mathematical framework (elaborated by Percival & Seaton [26]) 
is beyond the scope of this thesis, but can be summarized as such: polarization is expressed 




incident electron beam; due to conservation of total spin and total orbital angular momenta, 
a threshold excitation energy exists for a given transition, which results in a polarization 
threshold of the respective emission; dependence of polarization on numerical cross-
sections is removed at threshold when differential magnetic orbital angular momentum 
(∆ML) is 0; and the anisotropy of the polarized emission arises from the motion of the 
incident electron when the Linitial = 0 selection rule is considered.  
The following chapter is predicated on the observance and confirmation of the O-
P theory of polarization by electron beam. X-ray line polarization is measured for Mo Ne-
like x-ray emission in an HED X-pinch plasma. Confirmation of an energetic electron 
beam-plasma interaction is provided along with inference of beam energy.  
5.2 Relevant Diagnostics 
The primary diagnostics relevant to the current x-ray line polarization study are the 
Time-Integrated Pinhole (TIPH) camera, the dual crystal, multi-spatially resolved Time-
Integrated Spectropolarimeter (TISpP), the hard x-ray LiF Time-Integrated Spectrometer 
(LiF TISP), x-ray (Silicon) Diodes, and laser shadowgraphy. The x-ray TIPHs provide a 
simple way of imaging x-ray rich regions of our plasma source. The spectropolarimeter 
consists of two convex, α-quartz crystals (2d = 6.687 Å, radius of curvature, R= 101.6mm) 
arranged 90º with respect to each other and at a 45º grazing angle to the source radiation. 
Each crystal constitutes a radiation pathway with a spatially orientated slit for specific 
spatial resolution, i.e. channel 1 – horizontal slit & channel 2 – vertical slit. Figure 5-1 
provides a schematic of the x-ray spectropolarimeter by way of a top-down view of channel 




stainless steel vacuum chambers: one housing the slit chamber and the other housing 
crystals and x-ray spectrometers. The slit chamber houses a horizontal (ch. 1) and vertical 
slit (ch. 2), which provide dual spatial resolution of our x-ray source along the axial and 
radial directions, respectively. The primary chamber contains the dual convex α-quartz 
crystals and x-ray film cassettes. Crystals protected by 7.5 m thick kapton filters and 
cassettes equipped with 7 m mylar filters that have 0.15 m Al double coatings, along 
with a Pb protection shield ~3 mm thick (front plate). Slits mounted in first chamber are 
centered 82-87 cm from x-ray plasma source. Crystals centered 42-45 cm from slits. Both 
crystals placed 15 cm from imaging films in respective cassettes. With slits ranging in 
width from 1-2mm, approximate spatial resolution of x-ray source due to geometric 
constraints range from 4.8-5mm (2mm slit) and 2.4-2.6 mm (1mm slit). More detail on 
spatial resolutioning is presented in 5.3.  
 
 
Figure 5-1 Schematic of x-ray spectropolarimeter. (a) View from the top. Horizontal cross 
section of TISpP depicting channel #1. (b) View from side profile. Vertical cross section of TISpP 
depicting channel #2. (1) Radiation source. (2) Slit. (3) Crystal (4) Location on detector of 




The hard x-ray spectrometer is fielded with the convex LiF (Lithium Fluoride) 
crystal with a spectral resolution of λ/∆λ ≈ 300, used here to capture a spectral region of 
0.5 – 3.0 Å. X-ray silicon diodes (Si-Diodes) were fielded in the detection of high-energy, 
x-ray radiation indicative of electron beam presence. These provide spatially and spectrally 
integrated, time-resolved x-ray flux measurements. A series of filtering is applied to the 
diode channel to allow for cut-off energies of > 3.5 keV & 9 keV. Lastly, laser 
shadowgraphy is used to observe the physical evolution of plasma production and spatial 
orientation of ablated plasma structures. 
5.3 Spatial Resolution Analysis 
The geometry of the x-ray TISpP plays a significant role in the comprehension of 
the spatial resolutioning of the spectral images. For both channels, radiation travels from 
the source, through the slit, off the convex crystal, and onto the cassette film. The 
orientation of the slit results in spatial resolution along the axial direction (ch. 1) and radial 
direction (ch. 2) of the plasma source. Figure 5-2 illustrates the radiation pathways of the 
TISpP. (a) In channel 1, x-rays originating from the source travel through horizontal slit, 
undergoing a 180 inversion about horizontal axis, and reflect off the convex crystal onto 
the x-ray film. The side profile perspective establishes a viewpoint from the backside of 
the channel 1 x-ray film. The inversion properties of the slit result in the top/bottom of the 
spectral image representing the bottom/top of the plasma source, respectively. Thus, the 
nature of the horizontal slit provides spatial resolution along the axial direction of the 
plasma source. (b) In channel 2, x-rays form the source travel through vertical slit, undergo 




process, the vertical slit provides spatial resolution along the radial direction of the plasma 
source. As labeled in the image, the top/bottom portions of the spectral image represent the 





Figure 5-2 Schematics of radiation pathway through TISpP. (a) Side profile illustration of channel 1 x-ray pathway. 
Radiation travels from source, through horizontal slit, and reflects off convex crystal onto film. Plasma top and bottom 
are numbered (1) and (2), respectively. Note: backside view of film. (b) Illustration of channel 2 light pathway. Light 
travels from source, through vertical slit, and reflects off convex crystal onto film. Plasma left and right are numbered 




The goal of the spatial resolution analysis is to compare the TIPH images and the 
TISpP spectral images and attempt to synchronize the portions of the spectral band 
radiation with the output location on the original plasma source. Relevant design 
parameters for spatial resolution in the TISpP are the distance from x-ray source to slit, a, 
distance from slit to cassette film, b, and slit width, d. The magnification of the source 






 (Eq. 5.1) 
 
and the object resolution is  
 
 
∆𝐿 = 𝑑 (1 +
𝑎
𝑏
) (Eq. 5.2) 
 
For example, for shots # 4594-96, we have a calculated object resolution, ∆L, of 4.74 mm 
(ch.1) and 5.1 mm (ch. 2) for d = 2mm and 2.4mm (ch. 1) and 2.53 mm (ch. 2) for d = 
1mm. Due to magnification affects from the slit interaction, the source image undergoes 
demagnification of 0.73 and 0.66 for channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. Thus, by 
measuring the height of the spectral band and dividing it by the magnification coefficient, 
we obtain the true size of the spectra as it radiates from the plasma source. Table 5-1 




 The portion of this “true size” spectral image that falls within the object resolution 
parameter, ∆L, is the area we target for our analysis as it relates to the resolved area of the 
plasma source. An exhibition of this analysis is presented in Figure 5-3. Seen in (a) is the 
TIPH image of Zebra shot #4594 with an energy cutoff of >3.4, which encapsulates the 
energy range of L-shell Mo. Illustrated in (b) and (c) are, respectively, the axially and 
radially resolved regions of the TIPH plasma source and the relative locations mapped on 
the TISpP spectral images for channel 1 and channel 2, again for shot #4594. Due to the 
aforementioned radiation pathways and 180º axial flip of the TIPH image, the 
correspondence is as follows: ch. 1 – top to bottom of plasma source maps from bottom to 












































4594 2 mm 




4595 2 mm 





4946 1 mm 
86 92 61 58.5 2.41 2.57 0.71 0.64 
4.23 2.34 
4948 1 mm 3.52 2.73 
Table 5-1 Spatial resolution values for Zebra shots #4594-96 and #4946-48 from two different experimental campaigns. 





This analysis was performed for all shots investigated, i.e. #4594-4596 & #4946, 4948. We 
use these results as a guide to our polarization analysis in the subsequent section. We note 
that in shot #4946 we see a significant discrepancy in the resolved source size between 
channel 1 and 2. This is due to the enlarged width of the spectral band in channel 1 for our 
axially resolved data, which is caused by a contribution of plasma hot spots along the axial 
region of our source. These hot spots produce different vertical sections of the spectral 
band that result in an overall blending and widening of the band width. This widening 
results in an increased source size resolution, which we see for channel 1 (4.23 mm) in this 




Figure 5-3 Diagnostic images from Zebra shot #4594. (a) TIPH film of plasma source. Image of softer x-ray (>3.4 keV) 
output. (b) TIPH image of softer x-ray source output and TISpP spectral image of ch. 1 (axial resolution). Correspondence of 
plasma source location mapped to spectral band location with relevant direction, i.e. top/middle/bottom -> bottom/middle/top. 
(c) TIPH image of softer x-ray source output and TISpP spectral image of ch. 2 (radial resolution). Correspondence of plasma 
source location mapped to spectral band location with relevant direction sections, i.e. left/middle/right -> bottom/middle/top. 
 






Channel 1: Axially Resolved, Slit (d) = 2mm  
Channel 2: Radially Resolved, Slit (d) = 2mm  
> 3.4 keV 







5.4 X-ray Line Polarization Analysis 
Our polarization analysis was performed through a relative intensity crosschecking 
of two different emission lines in the Ne-like range (~4.45-5.25 Å) for L-shell Mo. Using 
theoretical polarization values, lines of particular polarization degree (i.e. 3C, 3D & 3F) 
are crosschecked against a normalization line of nominal polarization (i.e. 3G) to determine 
the experimental degree of polarization. Theoretical calculations for the polarization of Mo 
ions were performed using FAC. The numerical computations were performed for Ne-like 
transitions over the range of 3A-3G and electron beam energies ranging from 2.75–100 
keV. We see (Figure 5-4) that the 3G and 3F emission lines are generally the least polarized 
in this Ne-like range, with very strong polarization in the 3A-3D lines across the beam 
energy spectrum. This motivates our selection and analysis of 3G as the cross-
normalization line due to its lowest degree of polarization relative to the 3F, 3C, and 3D 
lines. Furthermore, we see that as the electron beam energy increases, the four lines of 
interest proceed towards a negative polarization. At high electron beam energies, scattering 
occurs at smaller angles between the incident and scattered electrons. This results in a 
smaller (larger) cross-section for the parallel (perpendicular) component of intensity. Thus, 








In order to validate the theory of electron beam excitation of linearly polarized 
radiation in our x-ray source, we arrange the TISpP crystals in such a way to isolate each 












Ch. 1 Ch. 1 
Ch. 2 
Figure 5-5 Scheme of experiment with double channel x-ray spectropolarimeter and X-pinch load. 1. X-pinch 
radiation source. 2. X-ray beam. 3. Horizontal slit. 4. Channel #1 convex crystal. 5. Location of x-ray film 
cassette of channel #1 spectrometer. 6. Vertical slit. 7. Channel #2 convex crystal. 8. Location of x-ray film 
cassette of channel #2 spectrometer. 
 
Figure 5-4 Theoretical calculations of the polarization of L-shell Mo lines using the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC). 





through the two-channel spectropolarimeter. The light through channel one is incident 
upon the convex α-quartz crystal at a grazing angle of 45°. With a Bragg angle of ~45°, the 
crystal orientation is such that the plane of reflection is parallel with the transmission axis 
of the x-ray source, thus geometrically isolating the intensity component parallel to the 
axis of transmission. Hence, the spectral image on channel 1 is that of linearly σ-polarized 
Mo radiation. Furthermore, the channel 2 pathway is arranged in an almost identical way, 
wherein; the crystal is oriented to instead reflect the intensity component perpendicular to 
the transmission axis of the radiation source. Hence, the channel 2 spectral image is that of 
the linearly π-polarized Mo radiation. 
Moreover, this setup permits the manipulation of the standard polarization equation 
for linearly polarized radiation into a form dependent on the relative intensities of different 
spectral lines. The current analysis explores the polarization of Mo line radiation through 
this comparison of intensity components using the relative intensities of 3C, 3D, and 3F vs 
3G. We seek to form an equation for polarization dependent on the relative intensities. In 
order to do this we start with Eq. 5.3 and proceed with two assumptions: 1) the polarization 
of the 3G line is approximated to be zero (Eq. 5.4) and 2) each crystal (channel) completely 






 (Eq. 5.3) 
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𝐺 =  𝐼⊥















where the “1” and “2” subscripts represent the given channel of the spectropolarimeter. 
Moreover, Eq. 5.5 can be used for any spectral line, where the specific line should be 
properly denoted in the equation (demonstrated in Eq. 5.6). If we combine Eq. 5.4 and 5.5, 
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 (Eq. 5.9) 













With these assumptions, we form Eq. 5.10 from the polarization equation 5.3. For the most 
effective cross-normalization purposes, 3G is used as our cross-normalization line due to 
the near zero theoretical degree of polarization. The polarization of the 3C, 3D, and 3F 
lines is calculated by this process of crosschecking with the 3G line. 
Where:  
1 = channel 1 (Axial resolution) 






















 Equipped with this tool, we seek to determine the intensities of our experimental 
spectra obtained through the TISpP. Data analysis starts with taking digital lineouts of the 
axially and radially resolved spectral images. Due to the spatial resolution analysis, lineouts 
are taken across the whole width of the spectral band to coincide with the resolved plasma 
location. For example, Figure 5-6 exhibits the spectral emission for the spatially resolved 
section of the plasma source for axially resolved shot #4594. Similar lineouts are taken for 
the radially resolved images. For the Zebra shots #4594-96, the calibrated spectra are fit 
with a Gaussian curve over all iterations, whereas; Zebra shots #4946 & 4948 are fit with 
Voigt profiles for all iterations. The line intensities were determined from the curve 
integration values.  
Experimental results for relative line intensities and polarization values of the six 
analyzed shots are given in Table 5-2. Polarization values are as follows: 2%, 8%, 5%, 
13%, & 15% for 3D, 8% & 10% for 3C, and .1%, 1%, 2%, & 6% for 3F, where we have 
strong correlation in 3C & 3D, i.e. 10% & 13% (#4946), 8% & 8% (#4948). We note that 
analysis of the 3C line is not performed for campaign 25. This is due to the absence of this 
line in all radially resolved spectral images due to geometrical limitations of the source-











  Polarization Values 
  Slit Width, d 3C 3D 3F 
Campaign 25 
(NTF: 2016) 
4594 2 mm --- .048 ± .02 .0013 ± .01 
4595 2 mm --- .017 ± .02 .008 ± .01 
4596 1 mm --- .152 ± .02 .062 ± .01 
Campaign 26 
(NTF: 2017) 
4946 1 mm  .100 ± .02 .128 ± .01 N/A 
4948 1 mm .083 ± .02 .081 ± .02 .018 ± .02 
Table 5-2 Experimental polarization values for Zebra shots #4594-96 and #4946-48.  
Figure 5-6 Calibrated spectral lineout of experimental shot #4594, channel 1 (axial resolution). Spectral 






In order to properly interpret the significance of the given results, we must first 
verify the presence of electron beams in our experiment. Hence, the following three figures, 
i.e. Figure 5-7 - 5-9, are experimental data, which provide strong evidence of the existence 
of an electron beam interacting with our source. For example, Figure 5-7 is a graphical 
representation of the experimental signals for shot #4594. Exhibited here is a strong (~ .9 
MA) current output coupled with significant radiation yield for both energetic thresholds 
of x-ray diodes, i.e >3.5 keV & >9 keV. The appreciable diode signals allude to a strong 
radiation source exceeding that of our average plasma temperature (~.5-1 keV). Strong 
signals were observed for all six analyzed shots. The x-ray yield is further explored in the 
analysis of the hard x-ray LiF crystal spectrometer. 
 
 
Figure 5-7 Experimental signals from Zebra shot #4594. Exhibits current output and x-ray radiation output for two 





To exemplify the LiF spectral analysis, Figure 5-8 is a composition of the 
experimental spectral image from shot #4594 along with the calibrated digital lineout. 
Contained herein is the presence of “cold” characteristic Mo, Fe and Cr emission. This 
characteristic emission is indicative of a collisional electron beam interacting with the 
plasma source. With transition energies of 5.4, 6.4 and 17.4 keV for Cr-Kα, Fe-Kα, and Mo-
Kα, respectively, we confirm incident beam energies aligning with the thresholds of the 
aforementioned x-ray diode signals. Furthermore, while the characteristic Mo 
demonstrates the beam interaction with the plasma source, the presence of the Fe & Cr 
lines indicate beam interaction with the stainless steel anode of the experimental apparatus. 
The characteristic Fe and Cr emission is fit with SCRAM synthetic spectra to conclude 
plasma conditions of Te: 30 eV and 10 eV, respectively at ne: 10
-20 cm-3. Hot electrons are 
included at a fraction of 1% with an energy of 5 keV and a FWHM distribution of 70 eV. 
Additionally, radiation yield for all three shots are on the range of 13.7 – 15.7 kJ, while the 
energetic cutoffs permit spectra > 2.4 keV through each shot. Thus, all signals allude to 





Furthermore, Figure 5-9 is the experimental shadowgraph of the plasma source 
from shot #4594. Shadowgraphic imaging of the wire array during the pulse period 
provides visual evidence of axial jet production along the electron beam pathway. The axial 
jet predicates a direct interaction pathway for the electron beam and plasma source. This 
aids in the confirmation of a collisional electron beam acting to catalyze the polarization 
of x-ray radiation from the Mo plasma source. Thus, from the characteristic emission, 
which is directly predicated on the action of an electron beam, the matching signals, which 
confirm the energy emitted in the range of the characteristic emission, and the 
shadowgraphic evidence, which visually confirms plasma propagating through the source 
and along the path of the electron beam, there exists strong experimental evidence of a 
high-energy electron beam interacting with the plasma source. Hence, a formidable 
discussion of the polarization results is warranted. 
Figure 5-8 Spectroscopic image from the LiF crystal spectrometer and calibrated lineout of Zebra shot #4594. Captures 
the presence of characteristic emission from Mo plasma source and Fe & Cr from stainless steel anode. Theoretical fit 





Equipped with experimental evidence of an electron beam, it is now poignant to 
connect our plasma source with this energetic beam and observe the resulting polarization 
trends. From the spatial resolution analysis, we determined the spatial mapping of the 
plasma source from the TIPH onto the spectral image of the TISpP. The advantage of this 
multi-spatially resolved technique is in the use of the two spectral images as a spatial 
coordinate mapping mechanism for the plasma source itself. For example, by analyzing the 
full width of both the axially and radially resolved spectral bands, we are targeting the 
spatially resolved area of central plasma source. This utility is favorable as it allows us to 
target specific bright spots of our plasma source and observe the spectral emission 
associated with that spatial coordinate. Moreover, having targeted spatially resolved 
location of our plasma source, we compare our polarization values to determine the energy 
of the electron beam at this location.  
4594 (N=4, Orthogonal) 
Figure 5-9 Shadowgraph of shot #4594. Wire load composed of 4 
wires. Laser aligned orthogonal to wire load. Demonstrates axial jet 





We execute this by crosschecking the experimental and theoretical polarization 
values to extrapolate the electron beam energies for each shot. For shot #4596 we observe 
a 3D/3F polarization ratio of 2.452. For #4946-48 we observe a 3D/3C ratio of 1.28, 1.375, 
and .976, respectively. Using our theoretical calculations in Figure 5-4, we determine that 
at a 3D/3F value of 2.452 we have a beam energy of ~55 keV. Further crosschecking the 
experimental ratios with the theoretical polarization ratios of 3D/3C for the range of beam 
energies, we deduce beam energies of ~60 keV, and ~10 keV for shots 4946 and 4948, 
respectively. Hence, we conclude a consistent > 10 keV electron beam in our plasma source 
based on the calculated polarization values, which aligns with the energetic regime of the 
characteristic Mo emission (17.4 keV) and the x-ray diode signals (> 9 keV), for four of 
the six shots analyzed. We note the beam energies for shots 4594 and 4595 could not be 
determined due to polarization ratios inconsistent with theoretical calculations. 
Conclusively, we determine strong evidence of a high-energy electron beam (> 10 keV) 
inducing appreciable polarization (2-33%) in the L-shell Mo radiation through direct 
interaction with our plasma source.  
6  Conclusion 
This thesis embodied the polarization Ne-like Mo x-ray emission from a university-
scale X-pinch plasma along with the specific experimental and theoretical tools used. 
Chapter one presented three goals supplemental to this research: 1) advance ICF sciences 
through the use of university-scale plasma devices, 2) progress x-ray emission studies 
through the use of efficient, cost-effective laboratory methodologies to better understand 




tool in laboratory plasma studies to be further appreciate astrophysical plasmas. These 
goals were achieved through the successful research presented here. 
Chapter two explored the Z-pinch plasma while focusing on the physical dynamics 
of laboratory-plasma production. The four primary stages were highlighted: initiation, 
ablation, implosion, and stagnation. The wire load used in this research, the X-pinch, was 
presented with a detailed description of the unique processes of axial jet and electron beam 
production. The Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian electron distribution categorization was 
discussed with the determination that the electron beams under consideration were of the 
non-Maxwellian type.   
Experimentation was performed on the pulsed power Zebra generator at the 
University of Nevada, Reno. X-pinch experiments using 2-4 Stainless steel or Mo wires 
were carried out. Experimental diagnostics relevant to this study were the x-ray 
spectropolarimeter, equipped with two α-quartz convex crytals (2d = 6.687 Å & R = 102 
mm) with dual spatial resolution, x-ray crystal (LiF & KAP) spectrometers, x-ray diodes 
providing transmission energy cut-offs at 1.4 keV, 3.5 keV, & 9keV, x-ray time-integrated 
pinhole camera with spatial resolution of 230 m, and a Faraday cup for detection of high-
energy electron beam. 
  Chapter four presented the theoretical tools used. FAC, which computes energy 
levels and radiative transition rates, collisional excitation and ionization cross sections, and 
autoionization rates to use as input for SCRAM, was discussed. SCRAM, which takes input 
data from FAC to integrate cross sections with the EDF and solve the system of rate 
equations to produce synthetic spectra and level population data, was presented and 




was chosen from previous X-pinch research on the effect of the inter-wire angle on the line 
emission and ablation dynamics in order to demonstrate the power of SCRAM, where 
plasmas were depicted at Te = 10-35 eV & 1.3 – 1.5 keV with ne = 10
21 cm-3 for K-shell Fe 
& Ni, respectively, and Te = 350 eV, ne = 10
19 cm-3 for L-shell Ni. Hot electrons were 
included in the K-shell model for the “cold” characteristic lines at a fraction of 1% at a 
cutoff energy of 5 keV with a FWHM of 30 eV (Ni) and 1% at 7 keV with 50 eV FWHM 
(Fe). Furthermore, modeling of individual spectral line intensities was presented using 
SPIM, which consisted of determining line intensities through either a “Gaussian-Amp” or 
“Voigt” profile fit.  
Chapter five presented the first comprehensive study on x-ray polarization of Mo 
Ne-like x-ray emission from an X-pinch plasma. A newly developed x-ray 
spectropolarimeter was utilized to capture Ne-like Mo spectra. Five data shots from two 
different experimental campaigns on the Zebra Generator at NTF/UNR were studied using 
spatial resolution analysis and polarization measurements. Using spatial slits of 2 mm (and 
1 mm) provided object resolutions of 4.73 mm – 5.1 mm (2.4-2.5 mm), where we measured 
polarization values of 2% - 15% for 3D, 8% - 10% for 3C, and .1% - 6% for 3F, where we 
observe strong correlation in 3C & 3D, i.e. 10% & 13% (#4946), 8% & 8% (#4948). 
Additionally, crosschecking experimental diode signals with hard x-ray LiF spectra 
allowed us to confirm the presence of high-energy electron beams (≥ 5.4 keV) in both 
campaigns. Conclusively, we confirmed strong evidence of high-energy electron beams 
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